Babylon-Babel Revisited

To Editor of "Lincoln Chronicle"

SIR: A generation of conceited fools may be answered with the help of Solomon's proverb, "A wise man carries his eye in his head." We see, as the Hebrew prophets revealed, "the earth stretched out upon the waters," and the vault of Heavens spread overhead, whilst, on looking all around, we find a limit to our range of vision, called the horizon, towards which the earth appears to slope up, and the Heaven to slope down. Now, however, in whatever point of the horizon we look at, a formation of convergence, being on a level with the eye, and all lines of the eyeline must descend, whilst all lines under it must ascend to that point where, indeed, we see an object vanish. Hence a ship receding from view appears to ascend to the horizon, but approaching to descend towards us, though when about to disappear the hull (on account of the obscurity) becomes confounded with the watery base; yet, with a greater angle, the horizon is seen as slope down. What artist would represent a ship "hull down" by a mast as an indistinguishable row of sails, and soles, sticking up behind a hill of water? Also when a ship has disappeared we have but to climb some eminence, sticking to see it to see it again, and whilst it goes away it appears to go in a line parallel to the horizon. One can, speak only of the sun going forth in the morning and going in at the evening. In page 10 of "Herschel's Astronomy" there is a cut representing a man looking down on the horizon. The pillar he stands on is supported by a curve of the "earth," fault 60 degrees, and, therefore, one-sixth on an entire circle, or 4,000 miles in extent; whilst the man with the pillar equals in height one-fourth of the curve, so that, according to the scale, the Earth is 300 miles high and should pill 700! A line is drawn from his eye, as a tangent to the circle, representing him as elevated thousands of miles above the horizon, which, according to true perspective, can never be below the level the spectator's eye! The third question by C.D. is seemingly about the earth, and the fourth is one of the most remarkable inventions to fill the world with accidents, and warlike engines to destroy mankind. Yours, etc.

100 Proofs Earth Not a Globe

54. The aeronaut is able to start in his balloon and remain for hours in the air, at an elevation of several miles, and come down again in the same county or parish from which he ascended. Now, unless the Earth drags the balloon along with it is its nineteen-miles-second motion, it must be left far behind, in space: but, since balloons have never been known thus to be left, it is a proof that the Earth does not move. And, therefore, a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

55. The Newtonian theory of astronomy requires that the Moon "bore," her light from the Sun. Now, since the Sun's rays cannot reach the Moon's light sends with it no heat at all, it follows that the Sun and Moon are "two great lights," as we somewhere read; that the Newtonian theory is a mistake; and that, therefore, we have a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

56. The Sun and Moon may often be seen high in the heavens at the same time—the sun rising in the east and the Moon setting in the west—the Sun's light positively putting the Moon's light out by sheer contrast! If the accepted Newtonian theory were correct, and the Moon had her light from the Sun, she ought to be getting more of it when face to face with that luminary—if it were possible for a sphere to act as a reflector all over its face! But as the Moon's light pales before the rising Sun, it is a proof that the theory fails; and this gives us a proof that the Earth is not a globe.

A Scot Checks The World

To Editor of "Dundee Weekly News"

Sir,—Mr. Gillespie, whose book "History of the Sun," published with Thales, Prolemy, and other pagan ages of remote ages all the oceans and continents rolled into something like a monster turpul or apple, and with all the zigzagging round itself upon itself over one thousand miles an hour, though he denies the thunderbolt dash of 19 miles a twirling round the sun. But even if to the Pacific and Atlanticas along with the uninhabitable Arctic and Antarctic Oceans we add all the islands and continents, how can they unite lie to have the quality of solidity, with which there can be no globe? unless the astronomers want us to imagine all the oceans frozen into a huge iceberg and somehow soldered to the land. Yet, again, how can we all endure the awful daily somersaults performed by what is quietly called axial motion, to be pitched as often feels up and down thousands of miles down in a fearful gulf, and after being hurled under, to be tossed aloft to a giddy height of thousands of miles, being all the while bound to as a vast wheel where the fabulous Onions? Then as for gravity, that ties us to, and moves the sea-earth wheel, 8,000 miles high, what is it? Holoholiba or folding, that Newtonians suppose everywhere, yet is found nowhere, unless in a balloon, we see no "built Mr. Gillespie to be lacking far down in the earth's centre or infernal reams, and hindering our escape into the Copernican boundless space where world's fly more plentiful than cannon balls in battlefields? over, adants, ples, pegans, etc., are round without being regions, let Mr. Gillespie show (though not yet done anywhere) that everywhere on "sea of land and sea, there is, according to mechanics, a fall of eight inches per mile, increase being as the square of the distance. Hence, our island being about 700 miles long, John o' Groats should be at least 60 miles higher or lower than Land's End in Cornwall. Also, the Atlantic cable was laid over 1,656 miles without any allowance for rotation, the mean is 360 miles high. Yours, &c.

Man Believes Science Fiction Movie

Q. How can you persist in your false belief that the sun sets? A. Because we've seen the globe pictures from the moon landing. B. Where have you ever seen a theory earth is that! don't know where you got that idea! In fact Flat Earth thinking for "Zeek" was in to "drop theories" which really means Dreams and imagination interpreted as physical theory description. Both Greaseman and balloon-bernard are pure and simple imagination. You say you saw earth a ball when men went to the moon? pictures seen on TV are real. Do you believe all

you see on TV? Do you also believe in the "Hosky Tonk in the Sky" as you also saw on TV star wars? The pics you saw of moon landing is just as true as the Hosky Tonk in the Sky, you also saw on TV. Don't be silly, there Continued on page 2
Man Believes Science Fiction Movie

Continued from page 1

is NO Proof earth is ball, never has been, and NEVER W.I.L.L! BE! Why? only the 1% who are strong enough so that is so, that it is not debatable just a Fact, flat earth is fact, ballism is.chiefly the 99%. Q. Why do so many people believe in the whirling planet-globe system? A. Don’t be so sure just how many Really believe in the screw ball system. (The expression screwballism, means those who believe in the "spinning globe through space planet world") Geese ballism is the still ball, not screw-spinning, just sitting there. This was in effect in Columbus day, oh Yeah, at time of Columbus world a Ball, as the official belief had been for untold hundreds of years. Hee Haw, Galileo was claiming as per Co-Possomers the "planet was screwing through space, too", about the "Screwball" man. The Church was afraid to be afraid to his ball theory, so his Great Contrar- ies was over screwballism ver- sus Galileo. At that time not saying the Greeks/Hellenistic or Hellenes had really pretty well taken over the whole earth, they are "con-wise", like the people in Orwell’s 1984, as one said, "we know one thing, we can’t even use the word book," follow the party line. So to day, entire system is so wrong and twisted. It is not Galileo, it is not "politically correct" well, this has gone on for so long that many people can’t think, don’t even worry about it. But as far as "beliefs" a reign of TERROR has been for on untold hun- dreds of years. Look at WACO en- tire force of USA Government the entire CLANTON GANG hole up in Washington D.C. sent and had them all BURNED ALIVE for HERESY! The people did not live under terror system, entire country would march on D.C. arrest Clanton and his gang, try and sentence them for treason, just try and say THEIR face and TERROR. Oh yeah. Q. If the space program is a fake, why? How about the space program in the USSR? A. Outside, main thing is to get some kind of "proof" earth is ball- planet, so as I’ve always said, no need to address right now THE DELUSIONS OF LUNATICS globe world? Nick Krochick in USSR in August North England starts in the "spock -nik" peep hoax. HOAX! remember that? Purpose of that was to prove world is ball, and so finally do away with God, and bring the Russian people into total subjection, no hope at all, as soon as spock-nick done, Vast campaign began to force afriction on the people saying "we have now proved world is a tiny speck, globe, science theory, so can be no God. The whole thing so false and fact is criminal and puff rat enemies in En- gland at JODREL bank, were really conducting it. Hee Haw, well, Nick crime partner President Kennedy in USA, said....hey, the peons want us believe in a flat world, they’re going to get into the moon. We’ll put entire good will of USA into it. At that time USA was fast falling apart by the world. Also he told his bend- mermen... no worry boys, there’ll be no LEND LEYTY. People who didn’t want USA to conduct such an obvi- ous hoax and ruin USA reputation. So Kennedy was under the point, of course all the decent people in government, all the Army Navy people, was out in the fact, enti- ously scientific concept on anything, is a hoax. So no doubt some Govern- ment People who didn’t want USA to conduct such an obvi- ous hoax and ruin USA reputation. So Kennedy was under the point and despised President ever to be elected, Lyndon B. Johnson, got him elected. Anyway, point of the story is, hoax, HOAX, TO TRY TO STOP THE FLAT EARTH SOCIETY got it! We were the only people on earth who stayed honest and true and like the Disciples of Jesus and the OLD Texas Rangers... we found out what was right, and fell on to the riot of mad- ness, the delusions of idiots and dis- proved the screwballism and totally proved it flat. AND nothing nobody could do about it. And we will win,

Marjory’s Corner

GOD the Creator has made an everlasting covenant with all flesh and blood upon the Flat Earth. So see you is not just with carousing parts of prey, with two legs, that the Creator is interested. Common sense, logic. "San- tity" it tells us the Creator likes and cares for the good animals also, like sheep, cows, fish, birds, etc. Accord- ing to the Bible, even the carnivorous beasts called hu- mans have a chance to be saved if they "re概率" stop their evil ways! It IS MOST important that we help God’s other children, not just think

Personal from Editor

Well, there’s so much to say, hard to do this on two page FLAT EARTH NEWS. You know for most of the year’s we’ve published it has been a real pagers the commentors, cost us just as much for this one, sheet as not too long back was four pages! On top of that about three years ago a wild savage gang took over the Post Office System. All out job business now, and some "strange" people run into run things. Not just here but all over Deal now is like fast back carries. Trying to do in the smaller mailers with non profit, especially HATE anything to do with mention God.Over double for postage now, for mailing out FEN. AND such a hassle make up to 30 or 40 packs, depending on zip etc. Federal

Remember Waco

You might stop all contributions to "churches" and political outfits, all Screwballers. REMEMBER at Christmastime.

Well, the Clanton Gang is still holed up in D.C. This by far the worst gang of subversives ever assembled to run a country. One would have thought now Clanton would have been raked over and charged with murder and in jail. Think: hemorrhaged 100 people, quiet decent upstanding citizens, thus his backers hated them so much. All that is dead or normal. On top of everything else after he commanded the Army to murder the church people and burn them and their alive and their CHURCH in D.C. after he appeared on TV in BIG shingled with the Holyrood people all våggling to the carrier jew by holyroed again. THINK! he in PERSON had ordered the Holy roast of 100 CHRISTIANS AND 100 poor people, the day before! its hard to believe it happened, and the band of Thugs, the pigger, little cowards ATT are still in business and the monster with degenerate Reno still HIGH- EST LAW OFFICER IN USA. Oh yeah... all over for USA! Just his, Clanton’s Love of all sixsef defen- dantes, being President no one will be forced to bring down USA! Bible and common sense decrees it.

Letter from Brookline

Dear Sir or Madam,

Recently, the International Flat Earth Society was brought to my attention by a friend. Until then I was unaware of its existence. I wish I had heard of it years ago.

I remember the first time my uncle took me up in his old bi-plane, although I was just a school boy, at the time. As we climbed I expected to see the earth curve in the distance. Of course I didn’t know then that we had been in by geometric trouble is, as time went on, no one seemed to care. Everyone seemed to think that we, as scientists, who claimed we live on a sphere. But I agree with me that most of what is called science is nothing more than guess-work in a sort of a way. I’m either, ignore, mocked or insulted by people to try to reason with. People who are supposed to be open-minded. I don’t think they’re so quick to listen to the fact that there are others who have been trying to tell them for years. I would like to order copies of your writings. Enclosed is an addressed, stamped envelope. If you can spare any assistance would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Man, Brookline, MA

The Winds of Fate

One day drives east and another drives west... With their half-fame winds that blow. Tis the set of a soul That decides its goal, And not the calm or the strife.

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
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Marjory Vaughn Johnson

of ourselves all the time. Gen. 9 196 God makes a Covenant with his people, all flesh and blood... an everlasting cov- enant. So maybe the Good Animals, the non-killers, non-harmful Cows, Sheep are even more important than us! I do feel for the Vivisections, the Medical SCIENTISTS... as they will reap what they have sown!